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Abstract
With sufficient time, double edge-swap Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are able
to sample uniformly at random from many different and important graph spaces. For instance,
for a fixed degree sequence, MCMC methods can sample any graph from: simple graphs; multi-
graphs (which may have multiedges); and pseudographs (which may have multiedges and/or
multiple self-loops). In this note we extend these MCMC methods to ‘multiloop-graphs’, which
allow multiple self-loops but not multiedges and ‘loopy-multigraphs’ which allow multiedges and
single self-loops. We demonstrate that there are degree sequences on which the standard MCMC
methods cannot uniformly sample multiloop-graphs, and exactly characterize which degree se-
quences can and cannot be so sampled. In contrast, we prove that such MCMC methods can
sample all loopy-multigraphs. Taken together with recent work on graphs which allow single
self-loops but no multiedges, this work completes the study of the connectivity (irreducibility) of
double edge-swap Markov chains for all combinations of allowing self-loops, multiple self-loops
and/or multiedges. Looking toward other possible directions to extend edge swap sampling
techniques, we produce examples of degree and triangle constraints which have disconnected
spaces for all edges swaps on less than or equal to 8 edges.
1 Introduction
Consider graphs G = (V,E), with vertex set V of size n and edges E of the form (u, v) ∈ V × V .
Let multiloop-graphs be those where multiple self-loops (edges of the form (u, u)) are allowed, but
all other edges are required to be simple. Similarly, let loopy-multigraphs be those where self-loops
are required to be simple, but other edges are allowed to be multiedges1. For a vertex u, we denote
the multiset of adjacent vertices, or neighbors, as N(u), and the degree sequence as ku = |N(u)|.
To simplify our analysis, we will assume that {ku} has no nodes with 0 degree.
Frequently referred to as a ‘configuration model’, the ability to sample graphs with a fixed
degree sequence uniformly at random underlies a number of hypothesis tests in network science [9].
The most well known such configuration model uses the straightforward and simple ‘stub-matching’
procedure to sample pseudographs. However, when sampling other graphs spaces, which may or
may not have multiedges, self-loops or multiple self-loops, it can be difficult to sample graphs
uniformly. Indeed, in many graphs spaces there are not ways to directly sample degree constrained
graphs, and instead Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques are used, the most common of which is
based on double edge-swaps.
1In the notation of Eggleton and Holton, multiloop-graphs would be of type (0, 1,∞), loopy-multigraphs would
be of type (0,∞, 1), while simple graphs and pseudographs are of types (0, 1, 1) and (0,∞,∞) respectively.
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pseudo- loopy- multiloop- loopy- multigraph simple
graph multigraph graph graph
self-loops: m s m s 0 0
edges: m m s s m s
gog connected y y n n y y
Table 1: Between pseudographs and simple graphs lie a range of possible graphs spaces depending
on whether multiple self-loops are allowed (m), only single self-loops are (s) or no self-loops are
(0) and whether edges are allowed to be multiedges (m) or not (s). Some spaces have a connected
graph of graphs for all degree sequences while others do not. This paper establishes the emphasized
columns.
Double edge-swaps date back to Petersen in 1891 [12], and are a well established technique
of transforming one graph into a closely related graph with the same degree sequence. Let
(u, v), (x, y) (u, x), (v, y) denote the double edge swap that replaces edges (u, v) and (x, y) with
(u, x) and (v, y). Notice that such a double edge swap creates a new graph with the same degree
sequence, but may or may not create/destroy self loops and/or multiedges. For a degree sequence
{ku} consider the graph of graphs (gog) G({ku}) = (V, E) where each element G ∈ V is a graph,
and edges (Gi, Gj) ∈ E correspond to a double edge swap that transforms Gi to Gj .
Random walks on a gog are thus random walks across possible degree constrained graph struc-
tures, and if the appropriate transition probabilities are used [9, 4], then a gog forms the backbone
of a MCMC sampler. However, such an MCMC sampler (along with a family of related MCMC
methods [3, 5]) can only sample from all possible graphs if the underlying gog is connected. In-
deed, previous work has shown gog connectivity for the graph of simple graphs [15, 2, 1, 8, 14], the
graph of pseudographs [7], and the graph of multigraphs [10]. However, the graph of loopy-graphs
is not connected for all degree sequences, though there are techniques for determining exactly
which degree sequences are disconnected [11]. In this paper we examine the last two natural graph
spaces between simple and pseudographs: multiloop-graphs, which allow multiple self-loops but
not multiedges; and loopy-multigraphs, which allow multiedges and single self-loops. Let Gll and
Glm be subgraphs of G restricted to be those where the elements of V are multiloop-graphs and
loopy-multigraphs respectively.
We find that Glm are connected for all degree sequences, implying that standard MCMC sam-
pling techniques can sample from this space. In contrast, we show that Gll are disconnected for
some degree sequences, and develop the exact criterion to determine for which degree sequences
this is so. This work fills in the remaining potential graph spaces which may or may not allow
multiedges, single self-loops, or multiple self-loops, as shown in table 1.
One benefit of MCMC approaches is that they can be easily extended to new and varied con-
straints. For instance, researchers have explored using triple edge-swaps and k edge-swaps to sample
from graphs with constrained degree sequences and a fixed number of triangles [13]. Indeed, con-
serving the number of triangles would provide a useful null model for social network researchers
interested in understanding clustering. However, we present examples of degree sequences and tri-
angle sequences such that no edge-swaps on less than 8 edges can connect the space. Indeed, though
small, these examples involve graphs relatively distant from each, and thus may raise concerns even
for methods which do not strictly enforce triangle constraints, but instead attempt to bias swaps
towards a triangle based constraint [6].
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2 Loopy-Multigraphs
To see that Glm is connected, one need only lean heavily on the already established fact that for
all degree sequences the graph of multigraphs is connected [10].
Theorem 2.1. For all degree sequences {ku}, Glm({ku}) is connected.
Proof. We will show that there exists a path between any two loopy-multigraphs Gi, Gj ∈ V. To
construct this path, we will first show that Gi and Gj are connected to graphs G
∗
i and G
∗
j , which
either both have only a single self loop at the same node, or don’t have any self-loops at all. The
connectivity of graphs of multigraphs [10] then guarantees that G∗i is connected to G
∗
j .
For any loopy-multigraph with two self-loops (u, u) and (v, v) double edge swap (u, u), (v, v) 
(u, v)(u, v) produces a new loopy-multigraph with two less self-loops. Thus, both Gi and Gj are
connected to graphs G′i and G
′
j which contain at most a single self-loop. Now consider the following
three cases:
1. G′i and G
′
j have no self-loops: thus, G
∗
i = G
′
i and G
∗
j = G
′
j .
2. Both G′i and G
′
j have a single self-loop at the same vertex u: thus, G
∗
i = G
′
i and G
∗
j = G
′
j .
3. WLOG G′i has a self-loop at vertex u but G
′
j does not. We will produce a new graph connected
to G′i but without a self-loop at u. This argument, or potentially two applications of this
argument, lead to the first case.
If (u, u) ∈ V ′i but (u, u) 6∈ V ′j then the sum of the degrees in the subgraph of G′i on vertices
V \ {u} is two greater than that of the subgraph of V ′j on the same vertices. Thus, the
sum of degrees in the subgraph of G′i on vertices V \ {u} is at least 2, and there must exist
edge (v, w) ∈ E′i with u 6= v, w. Swap (u, u), (v, w)  (u, v), (u,w) produces a new loopy-
multigraph without any self-loops.
As mentioned, connectivity from G∗i to G
∗
j thus follows from the connectivity of graphs of multi-
graphs [10]
3 Multiloop-graphs
Here we determine the exact criterion for which degree sequences Gll({ku}) is connected.
Theorem 3.1. For Glm({ku}) with |V| ≥ 2 then Glm({ku}) is connected if and only if there exists
both:
1. a vertex u such that ku is odd;
2. and a vertex v such that kv − (n− 1) is negative or odd2.
Proof. These conditions are necessary for the following two reasons. First, if there is no vertex
with an odd degree, then the graph composed of kw2 self-loops at each vertex is a valid graph—but
swapping two self-loops on different vertices would create a multiedge, and is thus not a valid swap
in Gll. Meanwhile, a degree sequence that lacks the second property, can wire the complete graph
with possibly some number of self-loops–but any double edge swap on such a graph would also
make a multiedge.
2Recall the assumption that {ku} has no vertices with degree 0.
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number of number of graphs
triangles with given deg. seq.
0 2052
1 2664
2 1152
3 168
4 21
Figure 1: Of all possible configurations with exactly 4 triangles, the degree sequence
{3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2} has exactly two isomorphism classes. Taken together, the 18 graphs in iso-
morphism class (a) and the 3 graphs in isomorphism class (b) account for all 21 graphs with 4
triangles enumerated in an exhaustive search of the degree sequence (right).
To demonstrate that these conditions are sufficient we will show that any two graphs Gs and
Gt in Gll are each connected to a graph with bku2 c self-loops at every vertex—all other edges
necessarily form a simple graph with degree distribution {ki (mod 2)}. Connectivity on simple
graphs will then give that there is a path from Gs to Gt. Thus, it only remains to be shown that
any graph is connected to a graph with bku2 c self-loops at each vertex.
Of the graphs connected to a graph G let Gl be the graph with the maximum number of self-
loops. Since rewiring an open wedge (u, v), (u, x) creates a self-loop, Gl cannot contain any open
wedges. Thus every subset of three vertices in Gl contains either an isolated edge, or a triangle. Let
K, represent the largest complete graph in Gl. Since there exists v where kv− (n−1) is negative or
odd then there is at least one vertex u with positive degree not in K. Since K is maximal, at least
some edge between K and u is absent, and since Gl contains no wedges, u must have no neighbors
in K. Since u has positive degree there exists edge (u,w) (possibly with u = w). By a similar
argument as above, w is also independent of K.
Let c = |K|. Suppose to the contrary that c ≥ 4, with vertices x, y, a and b in K. Notice that
because edges (u, x) and (w, y) are absent the double edge swap on (u,w), (x, y) is valid, but doing
so creates wedges xay and bxu which can be used to create two self-loops, contradicting that Gl is
maximal. Thus Gl must be composed of triangles, isolated edges and self-loops.
Since there exists at least one vertex p with odd degree, there must be an isolated edge (p, q).
However, if Gl contains a triangle on vertices x, y and z, then valid rewire (p, q) and (x, y) creates
open wedges pxz and qyz, and similarly contradicts the maximality of Gl. Thus Gl is composed
of only isolated edges and self-loops, and so must have bki2 c self-loops at every vertex and with all
other edges comprising a simple graph with degree distribution {ki (mod 2)}.
While it is thus the case that Gll is not connected for all degree sequences, it is worth noting
that the two properties required for it to be connected are likely true of almost all empirical degree
sequences investigated. Indeed, all sparse networks with a single leaf would have a connected
Gll. Next, we consider an extension of MCMC techniques to a space where edge-swaps may have
significant limitations.
4 Additional constraints
In a number of situations it is natural to consider sampling the subset of simple graphs with
the additional constraint that the number of triangles in the graph remains constant. An even
more restrictive constraint may requires that graphs preserve a triangle sequence {tu}, where each
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graphs w/ deg. seq. {ki} 5075
subset w/ triangles {ti} 50
size of class (a) 20
size of class (b) 30
Figure 2: Of all possible simple graphs with the degree sequence {di} = {4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1} and
corresponding triangle sequence {ti} = {2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0} there are exactly two isomorphism
classes.
Figure 3: There are 302, 914, 500 graphs with degree sequence {5, 5, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1} and of
these 1, 715 have triangle sequence {4, 4, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0} and these belong to four isomor-
phism classes of sizes 35, 420, 840 and 420.
vertex u is a member of exactly tu triangles. Notice that if the degree sequence is fixed, these
two constraints are exactly those that preserve the clustering coefficient and the local clustering
coefficient respectively.
Previous studies have examined the ability of k edge-swaps (a generalization of double edge
swaps) to sample from graphs with a fixed number of triangles [13]. A k edge-swap involves
selecting k edges and cyclically permuting one endpoint in each edge. For example, a 3 edge-swap
on (u, v), (x, y) and (w, z) might create edges (u, y), (x, z) and (w, v). However, while there is
numerical evidence that for some degree sequences 3 edge-swaps and 4 edge-swaps are effective
at sampling simple graphs with a constrained number of triangles, we show that there are degree
sequences for which these spaces are not connected.
Consider, as in figure 1, degree sequence {3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2} with 4 total triangles. As checked
exhaustively, this degree sequence has exactly 2 isomorphism classes with 4 triangles and thus it
then immediately follows that the associated graph of graphs is disconnected for k edge-swaps for
k < 8 since there are 8 different edges between the two isomorphism classes.
To see that the most common family of swaps cannot also preserve triangle sequences, consider,
figures 2 and 3, which display the the only simple graph isomorphism classes with the given degree
and triangle sequences. Again, notice, that since the second such isomorphism class differs from all
other isomorphism classes by at least 8 edges and thus are disconnected under the most commonly
used edge swaps.
The variety between the 3 discussed counter examples suggests that the problems of constrain-
ing triangle counts and triangle sequencing may be more general than the previously mentioned
problems associated with including self-loops. Indeed, relative to the size of these graphs, the
various isomorphism classes discussed differ by many edges, and thus likely also pose a problem
to methods which might subsample graphs which meet triangle constraints from a gog without
triangle constraints, even with biased transition weights.
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5 Conclusion
While it may have been hoped that double edge-swap MCMC techniques would be able to sample
all graphs for all degree sequences from any of the four graph space between simple graphs and
pseudographs, this is not the case. Instead, when self-loops are permitted, but multiedges are not,
there are families of degree sequences for which double edge-swap MCMC sampling will not sample
every graph. However, it is likely the case that the problematic degree sequences are extremely
rare in empirical settings. In any case, testing for whether the degree sequence is problematic is
not too computationally expensive.
In contrast, the negative examples of MCMC sampling on simple graphs with a constrained
degree sequence and triangle count, as well as the examples for a constrained degree sequence and
triangle sequence are more worrying from a practical standpoint. Indeed, whether the demon-
strated problems with k edge-swaps pose a fundamental limitation not only to sampling with strict
constraints, but also to importance weighted or biased samplers is worth considering.
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